Imperceptible plastic electronic wrap
Michael Drack*, Ingrid Graz, Tsuyoshi Sekitani, Takao Someya, Martin Kaltenbrunner, Siegfried Bauer Figure S1 : Imperceptible electronic foil as TCR sensor on human skin. The Cubased resistive temperature sensor adheres to the skin (nose) by means of a bandaid spray (Hansaplast). The skin temperature is monitored both by an IR camera and the imperceptible TCR element in a 4-wire configuration as the volunteer drinks a cup of hot tea and subsequently a glass of cold water. A snapshot of the recorded IR video before drinking tea (at second 90 of the experiment) and before consuming the cold liquid (at second 480) are depicted in Figure S1a and b, together with a photograph of the sensor mounted on the volunteers nose. Scale bar 1 cm. The skin temperature increases by 5 °C within 9 minutes after drinking tea, and falls by 7 °C within X min after drinking cold water ( Figure S1c ). There is remarkable agreement between the temperature recordings of the IR camera and the TCR sensor. Supplementary Video 4: Cyclic fatigue of stretchable electrode: A stretchable silver conductor is fatigued by cycling stretching to 50%.
